
The Backpack ACTIVE from DICOTA is characterised by its
sporty look combined with great functionality and perfect
protection. The material, which is both lightweight and
hard-wearing at the same time, means that you can travel
without the need to lug any additional loads around. Your
device will be securely stowed away in the hidden
notebook compartment at the back of the backpack, so
you’ve got all the equipment you’ll need for any
adventure.

The Backpack ACTIVE is characterised by high-quality materials and sophisticated
details. The spacious main compartment offers plenty of space for sports gear,
documents and other mobile accessories. You can rest assured that your mobile
companion will be perfectly protected thanks to a slip pocket for tablets measuring up
to 10.1”. The front compartment with key fob and slip pockets will keep everything tidy
and provides the perfect place to store your personal items. Your drinking bottle and
umbrella can be stored in a space-saving fashion in the outer pockets, while the
compression straps on both sides can be used to compress the backpack, creating a
more compact solution. Another highlight is the security pocket which has been
invisibly sewn into the breathable rear padding. It’s the perfect place to safely store
your valuables out of the reach of pickpockets.

Screen size: 15 - 17.3 inches:
Art.No: D31223
Weight: 0.8kg /1lbs12.2 ounces
Material Polyester
Compatible
devices:

≤ 16.34 x 11.02 x 1.57 inches 
≤ 415 x 280 x 40 mm

≤ 13.39 x 19.88 x 7.48 inches 
≤ 340 x 505 x 190 mm

Hidden notebook compartment with HDF (High-Density Foam)

Lightweight and yet durable materials

Padded slip pocket for iPad and other tablets up to 10,1”

Generously sized main compartment

Small pocket for glasses and other

mobile accessories

Front compartment with workstation for personal belongings

Hidden security pocket to store valuables

Smart inner cable management for mobile charging of your devices (e,g
via Powerbank)

Webbing loop to fix your head phones

Side pockets for drinking-bottle or umbrella

Comfortable shoulder straps and ergonomic back cushioning

Reflective details for better safety in the dark

Volume: 23 litre
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